For any integer k with 1 ^k^n sufficient conditions on the coefficients/?, are given for the factorization of certain classes of operators Ly=p"y["' +pn^1y'"~1) + ■ ■ -+p0y into a product L=PQ where P and Q are operators of the same type of orders n-k and k, respectively. A special case yields that if (-ly^^O then yn+pt¡y is factorable into a product of two regular differential, operators of orders n-k and k.
Introduction.
We consider the classical nth order regular linear differential operator As a consequence of our main theorem we obtain the following factorization results: Supposep"(r) = l,p¿=0 for i=l, 2, • • • , n -3 andp"_2^0. (a) Ifpo^O, then £ has a right factor of any even order, i.e., for any even positive integer k<n there exist operators £ and Q of type (1.1) and orders n-k and k, respectively, such that L=PQ. (b) If p"-0, then £ has a right factor of any odd order.
Right factors Q of order n-l are obtained under a much weaker hypothesis. For the case when the order of g is 1 stronger results are well known. Some extensions of these results are indicated as well as a generalization to a quasi-differential operator. Also a couple of applications to boundary value problems are given.
According to a well-known result of Pólya [12] the operator £ has a factorization into "products" of first order operators [November yi> ' ' ' >y»sucn tnat (1.3) ¡Vk>0 for k = 1, • •• ,n -1
where Wx=yy and vVk=detiJ=1,... ,k[//~v] for k = 2,-■ ■ ,n-l. For a short and elegant proof of this factorization see [13] . A factorization of type (1.2) on an interval (a, b) is known to be equivalent to disconjugacy on (a, b). The problem of finding explicit conditions on the coefficients pi which yield a factorization of type (1.2) or, equivalently, assure that L is disconjugate has received considerable attention. For some recent papers see [1] , [6] , [11] , [14] , [15] .
in [17] it is shown that an operator L of type (1.1) has a factorization (1.4) L = PQ where P and Q are of type (1.1) of orders n-k and k, respectively, if and only if there exist k linearly independent solutions of 7y=0 whose Wronskian Wk satisfies
Not much seems to be known about conditions which yield factorizations of type (1.4). Some conditions-involving the Lagrange bilinear form for solutions-which imply a factorization of some 2«th order operators as products of two nth order ones were obtained by Rellich and Heinz in [4] . Direct conditions on the coefficients which yield factorizations of types (1.2) and (1.4) are obtained in [16] for the case n = 3.
2. We use the notation X^.0 for a matrix or vector X to mean that each component of X is nonnegative. Similarly X>0 means each component is strictly positive.
Our development is based on the following two lemmas. The first one is a very useful result due to Mikusinski [9] . The second one is the result Lemma 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a differential operator L of type (1.1) has a factorization (1.4) where P and Q are operators of type (1.1) of orders n-k and k respectively is that there exist k linearly independent solutions of Ly=0 whose Wronskian Wk is positive.
For convenience of notation we denote the solution space of Ly=0 by S. In the rest of the paper we assume, for convenience, that pn(t) = l. -Pn-i-The components of Tare ordered as follows: As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and Lemma 2 we obtain Corollary 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4, L has a right factor Q of order n-l.
3. Here we indicate some extensions of these results and give a couple of applications. Remark 1. This is a result obtained by Kim in [5] . Suppose u, v are solutions of Ly=0 satisfying W2= Wiu, v)=uv'-vu>0 on [a, b). By Lemma 2 we have a factorization L=PQ where Q has order 2 and by the remark following the proof of Theorem 3 we can take u, v to be a fundamental set of solutions of Qy=0. Therefore we can conclude such things as: A consequence of Theorem 6 is that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, no nontrivial solution of £y=0 can have zeros at a, c with a<c</3 of combined order >n, because this would imply that two Wronskians of consecutive integral order are zero at c. But one of these has to be even and one odd.
If an operator is given in quasi-differential form-such as ipy")"+qy-one can sometimes get simpler conditions by using the techniques of proof above and appropriate "quasi-derivatives" than by "stringing out" the expression into the form (1.1) and then using Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4.
As an illustration we consider the operator where we substituted -qu for (pu")" and -qv for (pv")" in [p(pz')'"]' = 4q(pz') + 2(pq)'z.
From these computations we see that Y' = FY where £ is the matrix with components zero everywhere except for Ts in the (2, 3) and (3, 4) positions, 1/p in the (1,2) and (4,5) positions, +2(pq) in the (5, 1) position and +rq in the (5, 2) spot. The conclusion follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.
